[Bacterial diversity in microcosms of soils with various humidity].
The succession analysis of bacterial diversity in the A horizons (rich in organic matter) of three contrasting types of soil--burozem, soddy gley soil, and chernozem--showed that the bacterial diversity of soil microcosms in humid regions can be adequately evaluated only if soil samples are incubated at different soil moisture contents. A complete account of actinobacteria and proteobacteria requires the levels of soil moisture corresponding to the maximum capillary-sorption moisture and capillary moisture, respectively. The bacterial diversity, whose value was maximum on the 40th day of succession, was higher in soddy gley soil than in burozem. The taxonomic structures of the bacterial communities of these two types of soil were different. After wetting chernozem samples from arid regions, the soil bacterial community changed insignificantly with time and drastically differed from that of soils from humid regions. The difference in the bacterial diversity of soils was the most distinct when it was evaluated by measuring the proportion between proteobacteria and actino-bacteria.